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Women's Liberation Is Essential For The Revolution
The following exc-erph are t3ken from a
,peech given by ')3mor 3 Ma c hel. Pre;ident of
FRELIMO to the first conference of Mozambican women on March 4. 1973. lb message.is
particularly me3ningful in 1975 , International
v\,omen\ Year.-Ed .

The Need for Emancipation
The emancipation of women is not an
act of charity, the result of a humanitarian or compassionate attitude. The libera1ion of women is a fundamental necessity for the Revolution , the guarantee of
its continuity and the precondition for
its vi ctory. The main objective of the
Revolution is to destroy the system of
exploitation and build a new society
which releases the potentialities of human beings. reconciling them with labour and with nature. This is the context
within which the question of women's
emancipation arises .
Generally speaking , women are the
most oppressed, humiliated and exploited beings in society. A woman is even
exploited by a man who is himself
exploited, humiliated by the man who is
crushed under the boot of the boss and
the settler.
How can the Revolution triumph
without the liberation of women? Will it
be possible to get rid of the system of
exploitation while keeping one part of
society exploited? One cannot only
partially wipe out exploitation and oppresion, one cannot tear up only half
the weeds without even stronger ones
spreading out from the half that has
survived .
How then can one make a revolution
without mobilising women? If more than
half the exploited and oppressed people
consist of women, how can they be left
o~ the fringe of the struggle? To make a
revolution it is necessary to mobilise all
the exploited and oppressed, and consequently women as well. If it is to be
victorious, the Revolution must eliminate the whole system of exploit.i!tion
and oppression, liberating a/I the exploited and the oppressed. Therefore it

must eliminate the exploitation and
oppression of women .
Moreover, if we <1lso consider the
basic need for the revolution to be
continued by the new generation, how
can we ensure the revolutionary education of the generation which will carry
on our work if mothers, the first educators, are marginal to the revolutionary
process? How can one turn the homes
of the ex ploited and the oppressed into
cells of revolutionary struggle, centres
for the diffusion of our line , encouraging the involvement of the family , if
women remain apathetic to this process,
indifferent to the society which is being
·
the call of the eo le?

International
Women's Year
1975 . ,
he United Nations ofl1C.ial emblem for Inter
ational Women's Year, 1975. The emble
onsists of a stylised dove , the biological
ymbol for women and the mathematical ~ign
ore ualitv .

To say that women do not feel the
need to liberate themselves, or that it is
often FRELIMO, and not the women
which uphold women's emancipation i~
a paltry argument which cannot stand
~p to analysis. Women feel their subjection, they feel the need to change their
s1tuat1on . What happens is that the
domination imposed by society, by stifling their initiative, often prevents them
from expressing their aspirations, often
prevents them from thinking of how to
wage their struggle. It is here that FRELIMO intervenes. As the conscious vanguard of the women and men of Mozambique, of the oppressed people,
FRELIMO formulates the line and indicates the methods of struggle.

The Right Time to
Launch the Fight
The other question that arises is when
is the right time to launch the struggle?
The precondition for advancing the
armed struggle is to attack the very roots
of exploitation. The idea of waiting until
later to emancipate women is erroneous; it means allowing reactionary ideas
to gain ground only to fight them when
they are strong. It is like not fighting the
alligator on the bank only to fight him in
the middle of the river.
FRELIMO's line has been internalised
and developed in practice, our cad res
are gaining experience, being tempered
in the struggle, and the process of
purifying our ranks has thus begun: The
revolutionary process has been assured,
the struggle has already been transformed into a revolution and national
unity is becoming ideological unity .
The participation of women in the
armed struggle, the principal task at our
present historical stage, enables them to
put our unity into practice and creates
the conditions for transforming their
consciousness, so that they feel their
responsibilities, become con~ciously involved, undertake critical analysis and
understand that society is created by
ourselves.
The System of Exploitation The Starting Point ·
To speak of the emancipation of
women clearly implies that they are
oppressed and exploited . It is important
t? understand _the basis of that oppression and exploitation.
. Let us begin by saying that the oppression of women is the result of their
exploitation; oppression in society is
a_lways the result of imposed exploitation.
From the moment when early man
started to produce more than he consumed, the mat erial fou ndatiom \Vere
laid for the emergence of a stratum in
society which would appropriate the
/continued on page 2)
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frui·1, of the TnciJl;r1t\ ·s i<1bour. T111, .ippropri,1tion of the product of thP
ma,ses' labour by a handful of peoplP in
c,ociet\ i, 1f:i, C''~C:'nc-e of thC' ,\,tcm of
the l';piC11t.i11on of man by ma;, ~nd the
crux of the antagonistic contradiction
which has divided society for centuries.
As soon as the process of exploitalion
was unleashed, women as a whole like men were subjected to the
domination of the privileged strata.
Women are also producers, and workers, but with specific characteristics. To
possess women is to possess workers,
unpaid workers, workers whose entire
labour power can be appropriated without resistance by the husband, who is
the lord and master. In an agrarian
economy, marrying many women is a
sure way of accumulating a great deal of
wea Ith. The husband is assured of free
labour which neither complains nor
rebels against exploitation.
It is clear that the exploitation of
women and their consequent oppression starts in the system of private
ownership of the means of production,
in the system of exploitation of man by
man.

b E:::~.:.,c,'.tiol For The Revolution

prr,.iH' cmner,h1p uf the mC'an, of production. In other \\ords. it is the same as
the contradiction between the \\.orkrng
m.i,,e, and the explo,tati\(' ~oc1al orcle;_
Let us be clear on this point. The
antagonistic contradiction is not between women and men. but between
women and the social order. The fact
that they are exploited explains why
they are not involved in all planning and
decision-making tasks in society, why
they are excluded from working out the
concepts which govern economic. ,ocial, cultural and political life, even
when their interests are directh· affected.
·
This is the main feature of the contradiction: their exclusion from the sphere
of decision-making in society. This contradiction can only be solved by revolution, because only revolution destroys
the foundations of exploitative society
and rebuilds society on new foundations, freeing the initiative of women,
integrating them in society as responsible members and involving them in
decision-making.

The Ideological and Cultural
Mechanisms of Domination
A society based on private ownership
of the means of production, on the
exploitation of men, creates and impm.es the ideology and culture- which
upholds its values and ensure its survival.
The economic exploitation of women,
their transformation into mere producers with no rights, at the service of their
owners - whether husbands or fathers
- requires the establishment of a corresponding ideology and culture, together
with an educational system to pass them
on. Obviously, this is not something
which happens all at once, but a process
developed and refined over thousands
of years of the society's existence.
The exploitative society promotes the
ideology, culture and education that
serves its interests. It does so with
women, just as it does with colonised
people and with workers in caritalist
society. All are deliberately kept in
ignorance, obscurantism and superstition with a view to making them resigned to their position, of instilling in
them an attitude of passivity and servility.
We have seen that the basis of the
domination of women lies in the system
of economic organisation of society,
private ownership of the means of production, which necessarily leads to the
exploitation of man by man.
This means that, apart from the specific features of their situation, the contradiction betwf'en women and the
social order is in essence d contradiction
between women and the exrloitation of
man by man, between wumen and the

PRESIDENT SAMORA MACHEL

Therefore, just as there can be no
revolution without the liberation of
women, the struggle for women's emancipation cannot succeed without the
victory of the revolution.
But apart from the antagonistic contradiction between women and the
social order, other contradictions of a
secondary nature abo arise between
women and men as a kind of reflex.
The marriage system, marital authority
based solely on sex, the frequent brutality of the husband and his consistent
refusal to treat his wife as an equal, are
sources of friction and contradiction. If
they are not correctly solved, these
secondary contradictions may become
more acute and produce such serious
comequences as divorce. But however
serious they may be, these factors do not
alter the nature of the contradiction.
It is important to stress this aspect,
bPCause we now see an idc·ological
offensive taking place particularly in the
capitalist world, in the guise of a women's liberation struggle. The aim is to
transform the contradiction with men
into an antagonistic one, thereby dividing exrloited men and women to prevent them from fighting thl' exploitativl'
socif'ty. In fact, leaving aside the demagoguPry which hides its true nature, this
ideological offensive is an offensive by

caplldlbm to confu,e women. to div('rt
their at1ent ion from the rea I targf't.
Men and women are pruduct, dnd
v1ct1m, of the exploitative ,ociet, which
has created and formed them. It is
essentially against this society that men
and women should fight united. Our
practical expE'rience has proved that the
progress achieved in the liberation of
colonialism and imperialism, against the
exploitation of man by man, and to
build a new societ\
Our Main Lines of Action
There are those who see emancipation
as mechanical equality between men
and women. This vulgar concept is often
seen among us. Here emancipation
means that women and men do exactly
the same tasks. mechanically dividing
their household duties. If I wash the
dishes today you must wash them tomorrow, whether or not you are busy or
have the time.' If there are still no
women truck drivers or tractor drivers in
FRELIMO, we must have some right
awav regardless of the objective and
subjective conditions. As we can see
from the example of capitalist countries,
this mechanically conceived emancipation leads to complaints and attitudes
which utterly distort the meaning of
women's emancipation. An emancipated
women is one who drinks, smokes,
wears trousers and mini-skirts, who indulges in sexual promiscuity, who refuses to have children, etc.,
Others associate emancipation with
the accumulation of diplomas, and particularly university degrees, which are
regarded as certificates of emancipation.
Yet others think that emancipation
consists of achieving a certain economic,
social and cultural level.
All these are erroneous and superficial
concepts. Not one of them either gets to
the heart of the contradiction or suggests a line that will really emancipate
women.
Emancipation
requires action on
wveral essential levels.
First of all. a political line of action
must be laid down. For women to
emancirate themselves there must be
conscious political commitment. What
does this mean in practical terms?
It means. firstly, that the line must be
laid down by a revolutionary political
organisation which, defending the interests of the exploited masses as a whole,
leads them in the fight against the old
society. Only such an organisation is in a
position to formulate a global strategy
for the fight for liberation. In our case,
what this means in concrete terms is that
in ordf'r to liberate themselves, women
must internalise fRELIMO's political line
and livl' bv it in a c rPative way. Otherwise they· will throw thl'msplves into
sterilP and <,pcondary battles which will
exhaust them uselessly and to no effect.

Vvornen 's Libsr a ~: :J ;1

R(;._ o lutionJn pract,n · d l' ,tr ,i\ , thl'
P,ploitative society , unlea~hl'~ the intC"rnal stru~gle . dC'molishes our err o nC'ou s
id ea~ and rel cd, e~ our criti cal ~en~c ;:i nrl
<r l' ati\ P ini trJ l ive,. In thi , co n te xt
w o men must be mobilised for int e rnal
struggle and for mass struggle , and they
must be organised. They will then be
able to internalise the political line to
start the offensive. They must be involved in the battle for the political
education of the next generation and in
the battle for the large-scale mobilisation and organisation of the masses .
Their commitment to the liberation
struggle will then become concrete
action, leading them to take part in
making decisions affecting the country's
future .
There also arises the need to engage
in production.
Releasing the productive forces and
launching the process of economic development will lead to deeper ideological understandings, and a sounder
knowledge of reality of society and nature .

A third aspect is scientific and cultural
education. A scientific and cultural
grounding enables women to achieve a
correct understanding of their relationship with nature and society, thus destroying the myths fostered by obscurantism which oppress them psychologically
and deprive them of initiative.
In this way, women will gradually
attain all levels of planning . decisionmaking and implementation in organising the affairs of children, hospitals,
schools, factories, the armed forces,
diplomacy, art. science, culture and so
on.
It should also be emphasized here that
all these needs do not apply solely to
women, because men are also alienated,
though in different ways.
The last aspect is that of the relationship between men and women, that is,
the new revolutionary concept of the
couple and the home. We can already
see clearly what this relationship should
not be . Until now it has been based on
the alleged superiority of man over
woman, aimed at satisfying the male
ego.
We must state here - and this is
something new in society - that the
family relationship, the man-woman
relat ionship should be founded exclusively on love. We do not mean the
banal , romantic concept of love which
amounts to little more than emotional
excitement and an idealised view of life.
For us, love can only e,ist between
free and equal people who have the
same ideals and commitmPnt in serving
the masses and the revolution. This is
the hasis upon which the moral and
prnotional affinity which constitutes love
is built. We need to disrnver this new
dimension. hitherto unknown in our
country .

3
The 0 ;g ani sat ion of Women
The 0 rgJni ~.iti o n oi ;\1 oz ambican
V\iomen i~ a body which will provide
lr:'adn~hip and guidance for all Mozamb ican \\ om en in th e struggle for the
emancipation of wom en and for the
revolution. Apart from this, its central
task is to mobilise international public
opinion in favour of our struggle and to
express the solidarity of the Mozambican women and people with the liberating and revolutionary struggle of the
women and peoples of the whole world .
Women must unite. Unity is the main
weapon of the struggle, its driving force .
FRELIMO's political line is your platform
for unity , while tribalism, regionalism
and racism stand against it.
Tribalism and regionalism prevent one
from realising the greatness of our country and of our struggle. They make it
impossible to understand the complexity
of our country and , above all, they
disperse one' s forces.
Racism is a reactionary attitude. The
enemy has no colour. The function of
racism in our case and in any struggle is
to make it difficult to define the real
target, creating confusion so as to divide
the national revolutionary and progressive forces, weakening them and leading
to their annihilation by the common
enemy and exploiter. Our struggle
would remain isolated from the worldwide struggle of the progressive forces
against the exploitation of man by man.
We are united through the discovery
of common wounds and scars , but
above all unity is realised through common effort , links are forged through
collective work and study, through collective internal struggle, through criticism and self-criticism, and through
action against colonialism.
We must also learn from the experience of our sisters throughout the
world. That , will help us to understand
that there are no races or peoples who
are exploiters or oppressors . There are
no racist peoples, no colonialist people.
By open ing our minds to the experience
of others we will not only learn useful
lessons, but we will also understand that
all countries, all peoples, all races, are
waging the same struggle as we are: a
struggle against the colonialists and
imperialists who have no country, a
struggle against the exploiters who have
no race. In this way we will be able to
see how the struggle of the Mozambican
women and of our people is the struggle
of all of humanity , and we will understand the warmth of the solidarity between us.
Our struggle is not an isolated
struggle. The Mozambican Women's
fight, the Mozambican people's fight, is
an integral part of the world wide front
of struggle against colonialism and
imperialism. against the exploitation of
man by man. and for the construction of
a new popular social order.

Chile's Experience And
Problems
Of The Class Struggle
Part II
The first part of this article was published in
rhe last issue of the Afriun Agend~, AprilMay, 1975. The following second part is taken
from Political Affair;, Feb. 1975.

The struggle on the economic front in
Chile introduces a certain clarity into the
discussion that was conduct ed by some
Marxists on the question of the Party's
economic policy. Some comrades contend that as the means of production
pass over into the hands of the people
the Communist Party's functions in economic management should shrink. In
reality the struggle on the economic
front in Chile was becoming more stubborn with every passing month. International imperialism and local monopolists
and latifundists still possessed tremendous economic reserves , economic ties
and experience in management. Relying
on these levers, they started a real
economic war against the Allende government. The reactionaries organized
economic sabotage and the flight of
capital, artificially intensified inflation
and accelerated the growth of prices.
Their main task was to create economic
chaos in the country.
The Allende government performed a
huge volume of work to paralyze the
economic subversion of the Righti.sts. It
devoted exceptionally great attention to
raising the effectiveness of social production, to reducing inflation and unemployment and raising the living standards of working people. But it could not
solve the economic problems confronting it. In addition to this, the Allende
government itself made certain mistakes
in its economic and social policy. The
state sector was swollen out of proportion, including quite a number of small
enterprises that operated at a loss. The
agrarian reforms that were not followed
up by provision of peasants with implements of labor in many instances held
up growth of agricultural production.
Workers were paid fixed wages without
consideration for the results of their
labor, and this did not stimulate a
growth of labor productivity and facilitated inflation.
The activities of the monopolists and
latifundists on the economic front also
transcended the framework of constitu tionalism , but parliament demanded of
the Popular Unity government a meticulous observance ·of legality. In these
conditions the government could not
stop the sabotage by big capital and this
considerably undermined its positions. It
so happened that the economic front
became the main front of struggle both
for power and for the masses. And on
(continued on page 7)
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C.cmgo (BrazzJ11ille). prorlairrwd it'> indqwndPn< f' in 1960 from Frenrh colonialism . On
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Africa that dPrlare, Marxi<,m-Lpnini;,m as it,
offirial state ideolo~,. Subtitl e s arlcfrd - Fd .

Congo Problems , Views
and Experience
Independence and sovereignty are
essential for the new lif e. Th e idea of
independence implies a driv e for progress and growth. and the flowering of
the human personalit} . Independence is
that definite phase in which these aims
are attained. And the bitterness prevailing among our peoples today, their
concern for the future. have their roots
in tlie fact that proclamation of independence has not yielded relief or changed
their condition.
Real independence is still to be
achieved. Most of the Airican countries
are still economically, politically and
culturally dependent. The state structures the colonialists had created to
suppress the mas,es continue to stand,
and many of the conditions needed for
progress are lacking.
The African peoples expose and reject
the new forms of colonialism , just as
they had rejected the previous forms .
The struggle continues . And rhe national
queslion is linked with rhe social quesrion.
What type of society , what type of
governmental and economic organization, would deliver our peoples from the
many centuries of abject poverty in a
reasonable space of time? What would
have to be done to overcome the social
backwardness of our young states? What
orders should be- given our army , the
popular masses, on its historic march?
What pace should be ,et, and what goal?
The period ushered in b y ind epend ence has been a period of reappraisal
and negation :
- reappraisal of our traditional society, berause going back to it would be
tantamount to suicide for the African
peoples ;
- negation of all forms of colonialism.
which is trying to delude the African
peoples about the source of their misery;
- negation of capitalism, the social
system that spawned colonialism and
imperialism.
Inst ead of capitalism we shall build a
soria/isr rnciety, the only type of society
that guarantees independen <.e and social progress.
The first sorialist stat e, Soviet Ru,<,ia.
came into the world with the 1917
O rto lwr Revolution. Sin ce then th e new
syst em has spread to other <ountries of
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f u t<>i'l ' . tr , :\, :,, . 111 d .\mprica.
t3ut 1111\\ hl•r1· did ,o rn a111 quP'1 ion<.
ar •~l' O\·C't thi , .1, hJH' ,ui,pn in Afr ica .
\ ct th <' furopc .rn p<>oplt><- th..1I h,1, e
attained <,o ciJlisrn had aim practised
rPligion. and po s,<:>ssed traditions and
customs. and a long history. The new
,ocial ,yst<'m madP the most of all th e
good elemt' nts in th e old heritage and
absorbPd that whi ch may be desnibPd
a, the ·soul of th e people.' Is it right to
,ay. therefore, a~ , ome- do . that socialism
is not suited for Africa?

OrH• c.111 '/H',1~ of Alri c;iri 1,ap rn
,ori.1/i,m. bur n •rrai11l1· rior of an African
., o«i.1 /i,m Then ~ocialism will t <•tain it,
,c it·ntific c ha1dcH·r dnd at th e ,ame tinw
take account of th e spec ific conditions
(i .e.. historv, morality and cu~toms.
g<'ography). Thi, is no novel discovery. It
was Lenin who said that all peoples will
come to socialism - fc'ach in it, own way
and in different forms.
Yet we often fc'ncounter specific political theories ba~ed on spc, cifirall y African
realities. The y are e,pecially cons tructed
to differ from the id eo log y of capitalism
and also from that of scientific socialism .
But what are the realities the y are built
upon? Are these realities immutable?
One of the tendencies, influenced by
the idealistic currents dominant in bourgeois sociology and ethnography. is to
infer the social organization from the
people 's religious beliefs. But this approach is a total failure, for the many
'theories' it has produced do not even
attempt to generalize, which reduces
them to a mere recital of facts .

Our Recent Experience

Only One Socialism

To begin with , there is only one socialism
scientific socialism, the
foundations of which were laid by Marx
and Engels. It studies diverse and broad
questions of practically unlimited scope.
Like any other science it takes in new
knowledge. But this does not annul it.
On the contrary . it grows richer , Marx's
science is nor a dogma , but an open
book . Unfortunately , this correct
thought is often used to negate Marx
and his science, to produce ha,mful and
artificial constructions contrary to Marx 's
scientific theory.
The African is the same as all other
people , and the society in which he lives
is subject to th e sa me universal laws.
Our various peoples lived and labored
in dissimilar conditions. Relying on the
universal laws, we must therefore study
the concrete phenomena in tim e and
space , that is, apply the Kientific approach. It is just as unscientific to ignore
the specific situation as it is to negate
srience in general. This is why we. the
peoples of Black Africa, can also c.ontribute to human knowledge. enriching
rather than negating science.
We maintain that the future of the
world, and of Africa , is a,sociated with
<,ocialism . As we see it, therefore, th e
option today i, not, in effect, between
types of so(iety, but Letween the ways
and means of building a socialist society.

Even a cursory glance at the history of
our country will show that the Congolese society of 1975 is not what it was in
1960 . and certainly not what it was in,
say , the 15th century. Nor, we think.
does this apply to the Congo alone.
In his ' Origin of the famil y, Private
Property and the State ,' Frederick Engels
offers what we hold to be the· right
approach to the problem , presenting
African society in a new light. Certainly,
Engels' general explanation of the evolution of human society from the primitive
co mmune to the inception of states has
remained valid within the bounds of the
material he had examined. But we hold
that the evolution of society in Africa is
subject to the same general laws as in
other regions of the world , though it
takes distinctive and highl y origi nal
froms. Even a brief study of the history
of Congolese society will suffice 10
illu strate this point .
The economic system imposed on our
country by the colonialists (company
co n cess ions) has proletarianized the
Congolese people. while most of the
social structures of th e precolonial period remained intact. Colonialism gradually produced an intell ectual 'elite ' to
serve it s needs. consisting of petty employees and civil servants, the socalled
'evolue.' Following the Second \\'orld
War and then a, a result of the ' loicadre ,1 Congolese were also admitted to
respons ible.politi ca l post,. Thi s creat<>d a
new social stratum . which lined its pockets through political activity (emergence
of the parliamentary liotirgc,oisie) and
used its position to grant privill'ges
c·nabling individuab 10 run th ei r busine ssC's morP profitably (t•m(•rgencC' of
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th<' \tri (Jn m.l~'-l'' a nd ton t1<.l;t·d U\
th e m . To,, ar ds that e nd . the> CP L, togPth e r 1,ith the> \\ Orking p eopl e (workC' r\ anrl riea\ant~). the yo uth. the intel1Pct u d I ~. thf' arm e d f o r ce s . is
campa igning for thorough demo cratization . \\'e have begun by reorganizing
the police . the army and the courts.
-We are working towards public
ownership of the means of production.
Under the Constitution , the land is the
property of the people and land tenure
is regulated by the state.
The Party program envisages nationalization of all property that can serve
society . First the main , and subsequently
all means of production will gradually be
turned over to the state and the working
people .
0
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1-,: <·01,i(' a11d p Ptt \ l1ouq.,:eoi-re 1b ur c aut rci ti c. <.omp rado re and parl iam e ntar y) connect e d with th,· old social strata and
classes. This connection and resemblance is . among other things, c lear
evi dence that pre-colonial ~ociety , too,
had a class e ss ence . So , as we see ,
Congolese society con sists of classes,
with some classes e xploiting others, and
the contradictions between them are
antagonistic.
But unlike many other African countries, the Congolese proletariat is conscious of being an exploited class and is
therefore highly active on the political
scene in order to change this state of
affairs .
It is precisely the proletariat's knowledge of its mission that predicated the
founding in 1969 of the vanguard party
representing the standpoint of the working class.
The parties that sprang up after the
war had a chiefly tribalbasis , though also
associated with the political structures of
the colonial regime.
Tribal feelings were cultivated for
political purposes as a basis for unity .
This reduced elections to collisions between different ethnic groups . The culmination point came with the 1959
elections , when there was violence and
bloodshed . Tribalists headed b y Abbot
Youlou took power at first in the independent Congo.
But the Congolese masses were quick
to see that independence administered
bv lackeys of the colonialists, even
though in clerical attire , was a total
fraud . On August 13-15. 1963, the people
went into the streets. They stormed the
palace of the head of the neo-colonialist
admini stration , and conquered despite
the French army units which had then
occupied Brazzaville. Youlou's overthrow be came an example for the peo ples of other African countries that had
gainc•d ind e pe ndence in the same conditions as th e Congo.
Caught unawares by the Augu st 13-15
events, the imperialists and their local
age nts began trying to regain th e ir
privileges by force and corruption .
Facc>d with this threat to the revolutionar y movement . the trade unions ,
yo uth and women's organizations and
the political parties decided to set up a
~ingle mass part y, the National Revolutionarv Movement (NRM). Its constituent congrt>,S was held in Bra nav ille in
1964 .

Th e r.irtv cc1me out in favor of scientifi c socialism. but th e re was a wide
~pe>ctrum of views - from ~oc ialist to
<apit a li st - within its ran~s of how to
<arr\· fo rward th <, rC'volut io n and d e~ Plor the countr~·- The part\ iailed to

:: ::• c 1,, t · : ;r ~·. 1:· ,1;· ( l tH · i' ' :. ,g r( •,-.. 1,(• : , ii( ( '"
i:·, c•1Lh-r 10 Prn,, ,( u:,1 t( • r h c rC'n> lu t rnr.ar \
rnu,t·mt·nt .ind pl a(c• th e countrv und('t
a nPo-coloni;i l regime . Th, , IPd to tl w

re •. r,lu 11 <, ndn rhlfl L; ot Ju l\ J l . 1~66. in
whi c h progr es,i v'e servicemen . th e
youth, the trade unions - the entire
population in fact - joined together 10
save the revolution . Clearly , the co untry
needed a single, united class-vanguard
Marxist-Leninist party.
Principles of CPL

The Congolese Pa rty of Labor (CPL) is
a working-class party standing at the
head of our people's fight against imperialism and for a socialist society.
The CPL is a vanguard party. It draws
its strength from the masses, and is
guided in all its activities by MarxismLeninism . Its slogan is : 'Everything for
the people, only for the people .'
What are our basic principles?
-Our world outlook is materialisr,
and we consider religious or other
idealistic world outlooks to be wrong.
For us man is not only the product of
nature and matter , but, above all, the
product of society, of which he is the
creator and organizer. Man, consciousness , cannot exist outside of society.
-We recognize the existence of
classes and conduct our struggle from
\-vorking-class positions. Though too
general and incomplete, our analysis of
classes in Congolese society has disclosed the existence , both in the past
and now , of antagonistic social classes.
The main contradiction in our country
as explained in the Party program is
between:
'The revolutionary forces , including
the working class which though numerically small and ideologically immature is
the pillar of the revolution ; its ally, the
peasantry , comprising a large but still
unorganized group ; and the still vacillating intermediate strata (petty bourgeoisie , the youth and students) .. .
and
'The reactionary for ces , including international , and particularly French ,
imperialism , and its Congolese allies, the
bureaucrati c and compradore bourgeoisie and the fpudal element.'
Hence, our struggle against imperialism, the principal enemy of the Congolese people , must not overshadow the
struggle against the exploiter classes
within the country.
-For democratic government . We
believe that the state is , above all, an
instrument of dictatorship . It is not the
' father of the family' becausE' relations
between antagonistic classes are based
on force. not on love and attachment. It
is thus perfe ctly clear that in countries
influenc E'd bv neo-c oloniali sm the machin<>ry of government is a weapon of
re pre~sion an d dictatorship . We must
d{'molish it and build up in its stead a
n t• w ~overnment apparatus committed

Foreigners are now allowed to invest
only in mixed companies, that is , in
companies with state capital. At the
socialist stage, private property will , in
the main, be abolished to give way to
public ownership of the means of production .
-We consider it necessa ry to unite al,
the progressive forces , the working peo•
pie in the first place. Proletarian internationalism can accelerate the building 01
soc ialism in Africa and throughout thE
world.

African unity, solidarity with liberation
movements, sincere friendship anc
cooperation with the socialist countries
solidarity with all embattled peoples will
help put an end to the capitalist system ,
imperialism and colonialism. Unity of
the oppressed nations must be founded
not on sentiments or geo-political considerations, but on their real interests.
Natior.al. Democratic and
Peoples Revolution

Beginning with the memorable days of
August 13-15, 1963, our revolution has
been advancing towards Congo 's fundamental transformation by abolishing the
exploitation of man bv man and creating
{continued on piige 6/
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a just and pro,perom ,ocii:'ty .
The revolutionary inqitution, and law~
nPPded to achieve thi, wPrP P'-l<1bli\lwd
as a rt>slilt of thP m.i, , prf•"tHl t, 11\owin).:
the July 1968 ri~in~ .
Unfortunately, there were still advos
cates of leftist and adventuristic policies
in the party . Their anarchistic proclivities
were dearly demonstrated during the
abortive coup of February 22, 1972.
These elements prevented a clear definition of the present stage of the revolution. It was only after these deplorable
developments that the special Party
congress in December 1972 clearly
stated that Congo was passing through
the stage of national, democratic and
people's revolution.
This clarification was very timely, for it
enabled us to dispel the dangerous
misconceptions assiduously cultivated by
leftist groups. They argued that once we
had accepted Marxism-Leninism as our
ideology and guide to action, Congo
was already a socialist country.
Now the confusion was resolved:
revolution means one class overthrowing another and assuming power , but it
also means that revolutionary change is
a long process. In the People's Republic
of the Congo we shall have to resolve
the main contradiction, between the
people and imperialism, before we can
advance to the next stage, socialism.
There will have to be an all-out offensive against imperialism, in particular
French imperialism. And there will have
to be an all-out offensive against imperialism's allies in Congo to win and consolidate full independence. Such are our
tasks at the present stage, the stage of
national, democratic and people's revolution.
National, because our goal is an end
to domination by French imperialism
which, by controlling the national economy, factually controls also the political
situation. Another goal is to create the
objective and subjective preconditions
for the formation of the Congolese
nation and to rid the country of tribalism
and regionalism.
Democratic, because it replaces minority by majority rule, and because it
draws its support from the masses, the
workers, peasants, soldiers and revolutionary intellectuals.
People's, because it strives to lay the
economic, social and cultural foundations for the next stage, socialist revolution, and prepare the objective, subjective and psychological prerequisites for
this by mobilizing and uniting the broad
mass of 1he dispossessed under the
banner of the proletariat and its vanguard, the Congolese Party of Labor.
In other words, at the present stage of
1he national-liberation struggle, at the
<,tage of national, democratic and people\ revolution, all our activities must
re~! on alliance of the revolutionary
rcont,nut>d from p.19P
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hd,i, ,Ji thl'ir mt('rt•q~. Jnd unit1·. under
tht> I, .1dl'r,h1p of the 1\orkin l.!- ( Liss
p.i , t\ . 1lw CPL. 1h<: 1\0 1111 · 11. \1i:11h . , H· .>-ants. ~mall trod e) TTWn
<irti,Jn ~. a,
well a) trade unions, religious groups
and cultural associations.
The workers join this united front, in
alliance wi1h the peasantry and the
revolutionary intelligentsia, because the
revolution is in the interests of the
exploited classes. The national middle
bourgeoisie. small tradesmen and artisans suffer from the impact of foreign
capital; they want to control the economy and are therefore against imperialism. The religious groups, too, have
good reason to oppose imperialism, for
they want freedom of worship. Consequently, the vital interests of all classes
and social strata dictate opposition to
imperialism. The CPL must therefore
unite these classes and strata and give
them leadership in the fight for national
liberation.
The Party's biggest success in democratization came with the democratic
elections to the Peoples' Assemblies,
composed of representatives of workers,
peasants, revolutionary intellectuals and
other patriots. Their job is to manage the
affairs of the community and safeguard
the interests and wealth of the people
through a simple but effective administrative structure.

,mu

Socialist State Apparatus
Lastly, the building of socialism requires a government apparatus attuned
to the interests of the people. We are
now building such an apparatus. In
particular, we are strengthening the
army under the slogan: 'A people without its own army is powerless.' We have
proclaimed the National People's Army
the right hand of the Party, and a while
ago the CPL worked out the basic
principles of political and economic
work and professional training in the
army.
Our policy of democratizing all
aspects of national life, plus demolition
of the neo-colonialist government apparatus, has given the working class and
the people a full share in the management of state enterprises and office'> in
accordance with the 'crucial triad' principle, i.e., all questions pertaining to the
operation of the given enterprises are
decided by representatives of the Party,
trade unions and management. Planning
has also been democratized.
In line with the democratization policy, we are extending Party control, in
<onformity with the Party program , to all
major sectors and entrusting their administration to the working people. In
the agrarian seoor, which enjoys top
priority, we are concentrating on setting
up cooperatives as the forerunners of
<ollective farming and the peasants'

P•"il 1011~ .
~.l!ion.1\i1Jt1(ir1 i, going .1l1l'.1d ,t t•,1diil
.rnd mPthndicalh . .i(C{'iL·ra?('d irorn time
tn 1imp h\ 1he IH'l',h of th!' murTH:n1 or
hi n;;i, , prc•,,ur(• .
Our experiente is added proof that a
party that upholds the interests of the
working class and its ally, the peasantry,
is the most consistent leader of the
liberation struggle of the oppressed
classes. We are firmly convinced in the
correctness of our policy.
'Among other things. thi~ law envisaged
in1ernal autonomy for the Frerich colonie~ in
Africa. (1956)-Ed.

Africa's Choice
Independent Africa has worked out its
new common approach to the liberation
struggle in the South. Attempting to be
flexible, and taking into consideration
the changes in the international arena,
independent Africa continues to be
loyal to the strategic aims of decolonization with support for the struggle waged
against the racist regimes.
The decision was made at the extraordinary session of the Council of
Ministers of the Organization of African
Unity (OAU) April 7-10, 1975, to facilitate
the talks with the Smith regime on the
transfer of power to the African majority
in Rhodesia. This decision reflected the
policy of the group of independent
countries contiguous to the territo_ries of
the racist regimes. Apart from Tanzania,
Zambia, and other countries, a similar
position is held by the Zimbabwe Liberation Movement - the African National
Council of Rhodesia. The leaders of
Tanzania and Zambia had already established contacts with Pretoria and Salisbury, and based on their successful
experiences, they upheld this course at
the Dar-Es-Salaam session.
As a result of a weakening of its
military, strategic , and political positions
after the downfall of its ally - Portuguese colonialism the Republic of
South Africa (RSA) was forced to make
certain foreign policy concessions . Thus
Prime Minister Vorster exerted certain
pressures on the Rhodesian regime,
which depends upon the RSA to propel
it on to talks with the Afri(an National
Council. Vorster fears that the armed
struggle, threatening the apartheid
system, may spread to the territory of
the RSA .
The OAU Council of Ministers believes that the choice of methods of
struggle in Rhodesia has to be made by
the Liberation Movement. Independent
Africa. as statPd before, <ommits itself to
emure the frPPdom fighters with its
support. This support ah,o pertain.. to the
efforts in Rhode~ia to achieve a peaceful
tramfPr of power to representatives of
the five-million strong <,upporters of
1cont,nued on page Bl
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~til l , rn th e proce,s 01 the implementa tion of economic undertakings definite
experi en ce ha s been accumulated , and
it is not onl y of natinal but also of
international significance.
First of all this exp erie nce points to
th e poss ibility in principle for the revolutionar y d emo cr atic government to
carrv out cardin al economic transformations. Some th eo reti cians entertain the
notion that the process of socializing the
means of production by constitutional
m eans should be accomplished either in
a single blow or nationalization should
be given up altogether . It is being
contended that having retained economic levers and being threatened with
expropriation employers can plunge the
country into the abyss of chaos. In
practice the dilemma was posed a~
follows : either to socialize all means of
production simultaneously , something
practically unattainable in the process of
the peaceful development of the revolution , or not to socialize them at all. In
other words, there existed a hopelessly
pessimistic concept whereby it was impmsibl e to socialize the means of produ ction in conditions of the peaceful
development of the revolution . This
actually meant a negation of the reality
of the revolution itself .
Although Chile\ experience in this
most acute question is quite complex, an
attentive analysis of the surn total of
political and economic relations makes it
po ssible to draw the following conclusions : in Chile the possibility of socializing the means of production , of creating
a state sector with an anticapitalist content and of simultaneously increasing
the volume of production was proved
theoretically and pra cticall y in the process of the peaceful development of the
re volution , as well as the possibility of
rai,ing the living standards of all working
people . Chile 's experience, though
small. shows that this ta sk could be
~olved first of all by way of a c irisistent
expropriation of the propert~ of monopolist s and latifundists, by raising the role
of the state secto r and giving assistance
to small privat el y-own ed enterprises.
The social front is the third important
front of clas s struggle . A se rious struggle
for the masses mounted in the country
in the course of the revolution 's development. The Popular Unity coalition
actively struggled to strengthen the
unit y of all working people . to rally
Leftwing politi cs parties.
Th <· most important role in thi,
, trug g le \Vas played b y the \\orking class ,
which d (' mon strated that it is a consistt•nth· guiding revo luti o narv ior ce. The
working clas s hc>aded th e battle for
produrti o n and . in pffe<:1 . this was an
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It should be borne in mind at the
;ame 1ime that the working clas s was not
unifor m , that so me of it s segments were
passive and even fail ed to understand
the new tasks , that there were sentiments of economism. At a number of
big enterprises nationalized by the state
workers staged lengthy strikes that inflicted much damage on the national
economy. As a rule , the backward segment s of the working class rallied behind the Christian Democratic Party ,
which intensified the sentiments of econom ism.
The struggle for the middle layers of
Chilean society turned out to be the
sharpest one. On the whole, the program of the Popular Unity coalition
correctly formulated the general theses
concerning the middle layers. But the
policy of alliance of the working class
and the middle segments was not elaborated deeply enough and was not
always pursued with due effect . An
especially important role was played by
the circumstance that there was not
clarity about the position of the middle
segments in terms of the distant future.
All thi s weak ened the alliance of the
working class and the middle layers,
The left-wing extremist elements
played a provocative role in respect to
the middle layers. They proceeded from
the assumption that a socialist revolution
was developing in the country and for
this reason demanded the immediate
socialization of all means of production.
But these extremists did not limit
themselves to abstract talk about socialism. They arbitrarily nationalized medium industrial enterprises and peasant
farms that were not subject to nationalization and reform . These activities
created a veritable panic among the
middl e layers of town and countryside .
The Allende government struggled
against the " Left-wing revolutionaries "
but could not full y paral yze their activities. Then, a large number of members
of th e Sociali st Party sympathized with
the "Leftists." Reaction used this to drive
a wedge between the working cla ss and
the middle layers. Some researchers are
almost right in contending that Chile's
working class remained isolated . In any
case, however, the alliance of the working cla ss and th e middle layers really had
disint eg rated . This process especially
intensified late in 1972 when the polarization of class forces began in the
country and the struggle between reaction and the revolution wa s becoming
ever fi ercer.
By m ea ns of political maneuve rs the
r\llend C'
government
succeeded in
!>ome\\hJt damping the acuteness of the

C(1;,t1,n i :cr i( ,n, Lc ; ,•.,·t•n th e ,·. , : 1. ,n ~
cla,, Jnd th l· m idd le la >l ' r,. but t he
probl(•m re moiri ed very acute .
Reacti o n 's strategic plan directed at
0\ Prthrowing thP /1.llenrle governnw nt
b t->).'.an to t ake shape alrC'ady at the· en d
of 1972. It planned either · to win the
struggle for the masses, to socre an
election victory at the polls in 1973 and
topple the Allende government by constitutional means or , if this failed , to
engineer a counterrevolutionary coup.
The struggle for the mass es took plJce
in a very difficult situation. but reaction
failed in th is part of its strategic plan . It is
very indicative that in the 1973 elections
the Popular Unity coalition got nearly 44
per cent of the votes, that is, much more
than in the presidential elections in 1970.
This meant the failure of reaction's first
strategic plan . ijut this success of the
Popular Unity prompted reaction to
prepare for the counterrevolutionary
coup.
First of all preparations were started in
the army, where progressive officers
were subjected to persecutions and
were dismissed from their posts. At the
same time fascist organizations stepped
up their provocative activities, sowing
fear among the population and doubts
about the correctness of the Allende
government's actions. The situation in
the country became ever more strained .
In conditions of political confusion in
the Popular Unity coalition, the weakening of the alliance of the working class
with the middle layers, a serious worsening of the economic situation in . the
country and rampant activity of fascist
organizations, the counterrevolutionary
coup was accomplished in September
1973. The revolution in Chile suffered a
defeat .
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One Million Voices
The ~etition campaign launched by
t_he National Anti-Imperialist Movement
m Solidari~v with African Liberation is
quickly coming to an end. One million
signatures are currently being coll ected
m different U.S. cities in order to accelerate the expulsion of South Africa from
the UN. In the February-March issue of
the _ _African Agenda, we printed the
pet1t1on for our readers . We are urging
you to return all petition signatures that
yo_u have collected . In early October of
thrs year, the petitions will be presented
to t_h _e United Nations. If you need more
pet1t1ons , please contact the African
Agenda at P.0.8 . 1941 , Chicago, Ill.
60690; or the National Anti-Imperialist
Moven:ient in Solidarity with African
L1berat1on at 156 Fifth Ave ., Rm . 405
N.Y.C.. N .Y. 10010: or call them at 212:
929-5689. Time is running out and we
ne ed your $Upporr.
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2. Africa and the L 'SA (The People Musr
Unite). by Tony Monteiro. Short and
to the point on why South Africa
must be expelled from the LJ.N.
National Anti-Imperialist Movement
in Solidarity with African Liberation ,
156 Fifth Ave. R-405, N.Y.C. 10010.
Price: 25¢.

3. Revolutionary Tracings , by James
Jackson. A collection of polemical
writings on world politics , Black liberation, etc. Price: $3.50, International
Publishers, 381 Park Ave. South,
N.Y.C. 10016.
4. Keeping The Faith: Writings By Contemporary Black American Women,
P. C. Exum, ed. Good collection of
essays, poetry, autobiography and
fiction by contemporary Black
women. Fawcett Publications. Price:
$1.75.
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look o,er the government. Le~s th,rn
two wPeks later on July 5. 1975. thP
Republic of th e Cape Verde I,IJnds
became independent under the leadership of the African Party for the Independence of Guinea and the Cape Ve rde
Islands (PAIGC) . The new Republic
which lies 300 miles off the coast of
northwest Africa. elected a 56-member
National Assembly and chose Aristides
Pereira as its first President. Pereira is
also General Secretary of the PAIGC.
The National Assembly will soon take up
the question of full integration with the
Republic of Guinea-Bissau.
After 477 years of unrelenting struggle
against Portuguese colonialism President
Samora Machel, Vice-President Marcelino Dos Santos, the Central Committee
of FRE.LIMO anr:l the Mozambiqan peailldqic11dt ·1,,
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Africa's Choice
/continued from page 6)

Zimbabwe . The armed struggle, the
OAU declared, will be intensified if the
racist regimes blockade the peaceful
talks.
The OAU's position with regard to
Namibia has undergone changes . The
organization's special committee may
enter into contracts with the Republic of
South Africa under two conditions : The
RSA must recognize the independence
of Namibia as a single state with African
rule; and the Southwest African People 's
Organization which heads the Liberation
Movement there must give their consent. As for the Republic of South
Africa's internal affairs, the OALJ held
the viewpoint that, at present, change!
may be achieved there only by means of
armed struggles.
A program of toughening economic
sanctions against South Africa has been
adopted in Dar-Es-Salaam. The session
has also confirmed the commitment to
work for the RSA's expulsion from the
United Nations, to intensify the trade
boycott and oil embargo, and to recall
from the RSA 600,000 Africa workers
from the independent states. These
measures will play a most important role
in the decolonization process.
Thus, Africa has made its choice in
Dar-Es-Salaam . It allows limited contacts
with Pretoria, but only with the aim of
successfully
waging
the
Liberation
struggle. At the same time, the policies

p!e h,n(~ th<ht_ln tn hul! ti ,, ,cH.. 1,11: , ~
,o<"iet, . l h1, d«·1 Pl,1pmt·nt. .il«m~ 1\ 1th
t h, R•• 1111l> i1< u! C.uinv.1-ll; " ,liJ·, d, ·, !,1 ,., .
1iun l<, iiuild ,11< 1.1i r,m :,•.1111 11 11 ,. tlw
LPnin,~t 1hl'ury ot ex-,oluni,1: countri(•,
JCCPpting ,m:,ili,m as the' onlv w.iyfor a
rapid economic and so r i,1I d nC' lopnwnt.
Both of these countries have e,t,1bli,hed
relations with the Socialiq countri,·~.
knowing that the achi evemen t of ~ociJlism canno1 hc donP without th e ,olidarity and help of the socialis1 lountrie~ .
particularly the Soviet Union .
ThesP two progressive events. a~ wPII
as the coming independence of Angola
in November of this year. signal the end
of one stage of the anti-imperiJlist. antiracist and anti-colonialist struggle in
these countries. The African American
Solidarity Committee salu1es the indep•
endence of Mozambique and the Cape
Verde blanrls and wishes them every
success in their new stage of solving the
national and class tasks of building new
societies.
0

of further economic and political pressure against the RSA, support of the
fighters for freedom, and readiness to
intensify armed struggle are being upheld. This approach is a compromise of
various viewpoints , and reflects the
quests for more effective and spedier
methods of decolonization which correspond with the new situation . The. effectiveness of this policy will be tested
during the few months left before the
heads of state and governments of the
Organization of African Unity membercountries meet for their regular assembly.
The extraordinary session of the OAU
Council of Ministers has far from caused
a split in the organization due to different conceptions of the Liberation
strategy. In the opinion of the OAU
leaders, it has confirmed its unity and
strength . While rejecting the "dialogue"
and "peaceful coexistence" requested
with the apartheid regime, Africa is fully
aware that Pretoria will continue its
attempts to undermine the unity of its
ranks. On the other hand, permission
for even limited contacts with the racist
regimes may be used by those African
governments who, with the support of
the West, have long promoted cooperation with South Africa . The Dar-EsSalaam strategy opens up new vistas for
the freedom fighters . But it is also
fraught with new problems.
Novosti PreH Agency
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